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Revenues Begin to Fall Below February Forecast
Minnesota’s net general fund receipts totaled $2.592
billion during the months of February and March 2020, or
$103 million (3.8 percent) less than projected in the
February 2020 Budget and Economic Forecast. Total net
receipts for March were $1.581 billion, $62 million (3.8
percent) less than forecast. This shortfall reflects the pace
of income tax refund processing, payment delays, and the
beginning of the impact of deteriorating economic
conditions on state tax revenues.
Receipts for the individual income tax, net sales tax, and
other revenues were lower than expected for the period,
while corporate tax receipts were higher than forecast.
(See page 4 for details.)
Net individual income tax receipts during February and
March were $101 million (9.0 percent) less than forecast.
Lower than expected gross tax receipts and higher than
expected refunds both contributed to the negative
variance.
Income tax withholding payments were $5 million (0.3
percent) less than forecast. Minnesota unemployment
insurance (UI) benefit claims surged during March, as social
distancing and business suspension to combat the COVID19 outbreak took hold. Because employers make
withholding payments at the end of each pay period, the
current shortfall does not reflect the full impact of those

layoffs on withholding receipts. The cumulative shortfall
will grow as ongoing unemployment drives employer
payrolls well below our forecast levels.
Estimated tax payments for February and March exceeded
the forecast by $2 million. In May, we will know estimated
payments for the first quarter of calendar year 2020. Due
to deteriorating economic conditions during March and
April, we expect those payments to come in well below our
February forecast.
Miscellaneous income tax payments—which include final
payments associated with tax year 2019—were $17 million
less than forecast. Typically, most final payments and
nearly all extension payments would be made later this
month, giving us a fairly complete picture of total tax year
2019 payments. However, because this year Minnesota
taxpayers are allowed to delay their final payments until
July 15, we will not have complete information about tax
year 2019 receipts until August. The timing of this signal
will depend on the pace of tax return processing.
Individual income tax refunds, which are primarily
associated with tax year 2019, were $82 million higher
than expected. We think this is due to faster than expected
refund processing, and not necessarily lower than
expected tax year 2019 liability.

Summary of Revenues: February-March 2020
($ in millions)

Individual Income Tax
General Sales Tax
Corporate Franchise Tax
Other Revenues
Total Revenues1
1. Totals may not add due to rounding.
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Forecast

Actual

$ Difference

$1,113
817
312
452
$2,694

$1,013
803
334
442
$2,592

$(101)
(14)
22
(10)
$(103)

%
Difference
(9.0)%
(1.7)
7.1
(2.2)
(3.8)%

Net sales tax receipts were $14 million (1.7 percent) below
the forecast. Lower than expected gross sales tax receipts
more than offset refunds that were below the forecast.
Gross sales tax receipts for March were $51 million (12.1
percent) below the forecast. We estimate that about $50
million of the shortfall is due to businesses identified in
Executive Order 20-04 delaying their remittances due
March 20 until April 20.

and real GDP growth turns positive in the fourth. Real GDP
growth in 2021 is projected at 6.3 percent. The recession
is expected to dampen business investment, and slower
growth in capital services will limit economic growth.
Consequently, while the U.S. is forecast to regain full
employment in 2024, IHS expects GDP in that year to
remain about 1.5 percent below the level they forecast for
2024 in their March 2020 outlook.

Net corporate tax receipts exceeded the forecast by $22
million (7.1 percent). Higher than expected corporate tax
payments and lower than expected refunds both
contributed to the positive variance. We expect corporate
receipts, which are the state’s most volatile tax revenue
source, to fall short of forecast as weakened economic
conditions lower corporate profits.

Dramatically lower oil prices have the effect of lowering
U.S. real GDP growth through lower production and
reduced investment in equipment and structures in the
U.S. energy sector. Lower gasoline prices can have an
offsetting effect of stimulating consumer spending. This
year, however, IHS expects the negative impact of lower
energy sector production and investment to swamp the
positive impact of lower gas prices, as consumer spending
is restricted by social distancing measures.

Other revenues were $10 million (2.2. percent) below the
forecast.

U.S. Economic Outlook Crumbles

The IHS April baseline forecast for 2020 is consistent with
the Blue Chip Consensus, the median of 50 business and
academic forecasts, which expects a 4.1 percent
contraction in 2020. The Blue Chip Consensus calls for 3.8
percent growth in 2021, below IHS’ 6.3 percent forecast
for that year. For both years, the range of forecasts that
make up the Blue Chip Consensus is unusually large,
indicating uncertainty about the economic outlook.

The outlook for near-term U.S. economic growth as
measured by real GDP has dramatically weakened since
Minnesota’s Budget and Economic Forecast was prepared
in February 2020, due to the outbreak of COVID-19 and
the measures taken to prevent its spread. The Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA) estimates that real GDP grew at
an annual rate of 2.1 percent during the fourth quarter of
2019. Annual real GDP growth in 2019 was 2.3 percent.
IHS Markit (IHS), Minnesota’s macroeconomic consultant,
is now forecasting a 5.4 percent contraction in real GDP in
2020. This occurs as consumers, previously touted the
champions of the expansion, are unable to spend due to
temporary business closures and stay at home orders to
slow the spread of COVID-19. The contraction is further
fueled by a collapse in oil prices, an auto industry
shutdown, volatile financial markets, a rising
unemployment rate, and a global recession this year.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports that in March
the seasonally adjusted U.S. unemployment rate rose to
4.4 percent, 0.9 percentage points higher than in February
2020 and 0.6 percentage points higher than a year earlier.
IHS expects the unemployment rate to reach a high of
10.3 percent in the fourth quarter of 2020 before
gradually drifting back down to pre-COVID19 levels in
2023. The labor force participation rate was 62.7 percent
in March, compared to 63.4 percent in February and 63.0
percent one year ago. The BLS also reported that U.S.
employers slashed 701,000 jobs in March in response to
the viral outbreak.

The April outlook includes the impact of the $2.3 trillion
federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
(CARES) Act. IHS characterizes the CARES Act as a modest
stimulus that provides a small offset to the effects of the
suspension of economic activity.

In an attempt to keep financial markets stable, the FOMC
cut rates by 50 basis points on March 3 and further by 100
basis points on March 16, bringing the effective target
federal funds rate to zero. IHS expects the federal funds
rate to remain near zero until late 2025.

IHS expects the spread of COVID-19 to peak and then
dissipate in the second calendar quarter of 2020, allowing
social distancing restrictions to be lifted during the third
quarter. Economic recovery begins in the third quarter,

IHS assigns a 45 percent probability to the April baseline
outlook. They assign a 35 percent probability to a more
pessimistic scenario, in which the COVID-19 outbreak
causes a deeper recession, with even greater impacts on
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production, employment and income. In their more
optimistic scenario, IHS assumes a faster, “V-shaped”
recovery. The spread of the virus is contained more
quickly, and the peak is reached in April, jump-starting
spending and an economic recovery. This scenario gets a
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20 percent probability. IHS notes that, because economic
outcomes depend on the pandemic’s course, all forecasts
remain highly uncertain.
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and IHS Markit.
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February 2020 Budget & Economic Forecast.
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